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imess is an independent manufacturer of optical measurement and test systems with camera and laser, developing 
solutions since 1998. imess creates innovative applications to support your production efficiently and according to the 
latest standard.

The imess S25 measures cracks and abrasion of round 
knives reliably and operator independent. The measu-
rement is conducted with both linescan camera and la-
ser in only approx. 10 seconds including evaluation. 

Tactile Burr MeasurementS28

After fixing the sample on the system S28, the feeler lowers 
and moves automatically along the cut burr. Meanwhile, the 
height of the burr is measured and recorded. Moreover, the 
sheet thickness is analysed. The software provides the dis-
tance between sample surface and highest burr in addition 
to the graphical depiction. The sample can be fixed fast and 
secure due to the variable construction. 

Knife Cracks and WearingS25

Optical Measurement and Test Systems for Metal Industry

Accuracy: 
± 0,002 mm

Large crack

imess S28

Knife wearing

Crack histogram

Evaluation Burr

Take a look:
www.imess.com/vertrieb/S25.mp4

Take a look:
www.imess.com/vertrieb/S28.mp4
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The product range SW provides various solutions for width 
measurement of slit strips. The systems can be adapted to 
customer specific demands and construction situations on 
site. The strip width is measured at the beginning and end 
of the coil. By saving setup times and reducing the risk of 
accidents, the systems work highly efficient and cost effec-
tively. The traversing camera measures at standstill while 
the robust construction ensures consistent measurement 
results.

Tactile Burr Measurement

Characteristics:
• protocol/ QA interface/ archiving
• with certified calibration normal (DAkks)
• up to 100 mm/sec
• surface independent

Knife Cracks and Wearing

Optical Measurement and Test Systems for Metal Industry Strip Width Measurement SW

System accuracy::
• ± 0,01 mm  

cg > 1,67 for tolerances of 0,1 mm

Spaltbandbreitenmessung im Werk

The space saving inline system SW-C is suitable for small 
slitting lines with up to 600 mm width. The camera is fixed 
to the stable traversing axis and moves below the slitted 
sheet. A backlight moves parallely on a C-frame for an op-
timal measurement. The recorded measurement values are 
depicted according to the customer demands. Apart from 
an integrated interface to system controls, the IT integra-
tion can be done via the most common interfaces such as 
CAQ or PPS/ERP systems. 

Concept SW-C

System Meas. width (mm) Number of strips Material thickness (mm) Accuracy (mm)

SW 5 - 2100 unlimited 0,1 - 5 / 12 ± 0,01

SW-C 5 - 600 unlimited 0,05 - 3 ± 0,01

further dimensions on demand

Option:
 + thickness measurement

The imess strip width measurement system is the capable measuring tool for the certified operation with an accuracy 
of 10 times better than the product tolerance.

SW inline

Take a look:
www.imess.com/vertrieb/SW.mp4

Take a look:
www.imess.com/vertrieb/SW-C.mp4
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Various measurement characteristics of diverse material can 
be checked with the imess sheet measurement tables. 
The basic model checks the camber and the width of a 
sample and can be extended by various options. 
The sensor moves either automatically or manually towards 
the edge of the test object. The width is subsequently de-
termined with a distance transmitter. The solutions can be 
used for different materials such as paper strips. 

Measurement TableSQ

System Application
Characteristics

Width Length Camber Rectan- 
gularity

Cut straight-
ness

SQ1 Strips

SQ2 Sheets

further characteristics on demand

The system SQ2D checks the contour of free form sheets 
and is ready to measure in only a few steps. First, the 2D 
drawing is required to be transferred into a nominal con-
tour. The software then evaluates the recorded measure-
ment data regarding the nominal contour deviation auto-
matically.  

Comparison of actual and nominal contour

Measurement table SQ

Flow chart SQ2D

 
 

Typical application:
• measurement of Tailored Blanks

Moving along
the test items 

contour

Upload of 
DXF-File

into the Software

Converting 
to nominal

contour

Comparison
of actual and

nominal contour

Take a look:
www.imess.com/vertrieb/SQ.mp4

Take a look:
www.imess.com/vertrieb/SQ2D.mp4
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Measurement Table Camber Measurement Plate SMP

System Application Meas. field (mm) Resolution (mm)

SMP Placing the sheet onto the measurement plate ±10 0,01

SMP-P Portable camber measurement plate ±10 0,01

SMP-I Inline version for 100% control of edge straightness ±10 0,01

further dimensions on demand

Camber cuts are created by the remaining tension of the belt. Therefore, the camber measurement plate has been 
developed. It checks the camber either fixed, portable or inline. The measurement values can be viewed at once and 
via optional interface documented and analysed.

The fixed measurement plate consists of an eloxadized 
aluminium plate and optical sensor unit which checks the 
edge straightness. The sheet strips are positioned by pla-
cing them onto fixed stops. The stop position is calibrated 
with a straight standardized ruler.

stationary SMP

portable SMP-P

The SMP-P checks the camber fast inline without having 
to cut a sample. Thanks to the low weight and the instal-
led battery the portable camber measurement plate can be 
held easily against the sheet edge. The measurement value 
appears on display without delay.

Process sketch of inline solution with optional thickness and width measurement

The inline system checks the sheet edge with three optical sensors during the running production. Optionally it can 
be extended with thickness and width measurement which enhances it functions decisively. 

Width

Camber

Thickness

Option:
 + thickness measurement
 + width measurement

Take a look:
www.imess.com/vertrieb/SMP-I.mp4

Take a look:
www.imess.com/vertrieb/SMP.mp4
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Width MeasurementSB 

The SB systems measure the width of parent coil inline. 
Depending on the requirements cameras move either au-
tomatically or are fixed to observe the width continuous-
ly. They detect the edges of the sheet with backlight. Both 
variants SB flex and SB fix have the advantage of a high 
measurement rate. SB fix is suitable for several cameras for 
lines with varying widths as width changes are detected au-
tomatically. 
The measurement data is evaluated with the software which 
also signalizes tolerance exceedances at once. The results 
are stored for each coil.

Width observation with six fixed cameras

Process of width and location

Characteristics:
• fast inline measurement
• archiving of test results
• easy operation
• entirely controllable by PLC (Slave)
• large distance towards the belt
• instant reaction to width changes

Diagram of width observation

Measurement sizes

Width (mm) 400 - 2100

Accuracy (mm) ± 0,1 (2 σ)

Measurement rate (Hz) 100

further dimensions on demand



The system S4 offers 100% inline control of the sheet geo-
metry in cut-to-length lines. The lengths of the diagonals 
are subtracted to calculate the rectangularity. The measure-
ment is conducted behind the cut.  

Characteristics:
• steel or granite version
• consistent documentation
• QA evaluation
• measurement for each sheet

Width Measurement

S4 inline
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Sheet Geometry S4

Width (mm) Length (mm) Speed (m/Min.) Accuracy (mm)

400 - 2100 400 - 8000 up to 240 ± 0,1 

further dimensions on demand

L2

L1

W1

W2

D1

D2

Option:
 + feedback to shears
 + only length measurement

The measurement characteristics such as length, width and diagonal measure difference are evaluated and sketched. 
The system consists of a fixed and a traversing portal with two cameras each. The sheet edges are recorded after the 
trigger signal release. The construction covers flexible sheet lengths and widths. 

Characteristics of imess S4

Granite version

Take a look:
www.imess.com/vertrieb/S4.mp4
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